Internship Centre for Global Heritage and Development

The Centre for Global Heritage and Development (CGHD) is part of the [Leiden-Delft-Erasmus Alliance](#). The aim is to stimulate multidisciplinary and innovative education and research in the field of heritage. Our focus is on the role of history and heritage in societal topics. CGHD is hosted by the Faculty of Archaeology in Leiden.

The CGHD needs its own image bank to be used by its staff for its website, social media, brochure, newsletter and other communications. We therefore offer an internship to a Master student or recent graduate that shares our passion for heritage topics.

The internship

Together with our Communications Officer the intern will be looking for ways to acquire suitable, royalty-free images and how to store them properly using the right metadata.

Images should match LDE and the Centre’s scope and image: i.e. they should be topical, societal, active, aesthetic and dynamic images with a certain tension in them contained. Images should fit within at least one of our three themes: Heritage under Threat, Heritage & Identity and Heritage & Environment. We wish to start with a set of 250 images.

Images will be stored in a structured and ordered way on the shared disk of CGHD for easy retrieval by our staff members. The intern will search for suitable images in existing online databases (RCE, FLICKR Archeology, image bank Leiden University central, National Archives, Wikimedia Commons a.o.)

The intern will approach other communication services at LDE (Anthropology, Humanities Leiden, History EUR, Architecture Delft) whether they also use image banks and if we are allowed to use images and under what conditions.

The intern will be exploring alternative ways to acquire images from our affiliated scholars and partners, e.g. through organizing a contest in the same manner as LeidenGlobal did with their ‘Heritage on the Move’ travelling photo-exhibition.

The Interns takes photos during events, using the available instructions for intern reporters.

Together with the intern we could also look at possibilities to acquire or produce videos.

Profile candidate

- A Master Student or recent graduate in Heritage Studies or a related field (History, Law, Architecture, Museum Studies etc)
- Punctual
- Motivated
- Team player but can work independently
- Flexible
- Trustworthy

Conditions and practical matters
Location: During the COVID-19 measures (at least till July 2021) all activities should be done as much as possible from home. Occasionally meetings can be scheduled at the Centre’s office in the Faculty of Archaeology (Leiden).

Period: Can be discussed. ½ day per week for a period of 6 months or 1 day per week for a period of 3 months is suggested.

Compensation: According to Leiden University’s standard intern allowance. All expenses (train fare etc) are covered.

Procedure

If you have more questions please contact Mara de Groot (t.de.groot@arch.leidenuniv.nl), Managing Director.

If you are interested in applying send your motivation and CV to Raúl van Dijk Escoriza (r.h.van.dijk.escoriza@hum.leidenuniv.nl), Communications Officer at CGHD, available on Monday and Wednesday.